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Herding Ranch Dog Level III 

1. There will be 8 sheep in Take Pen.  Three of the eight sheep will have collars.  Gate Sort 5 sheep out of the Take 

Pen into Alley Way #1 . TWO of the sheep sorted must have collars. 

2. Take the 5 sheep into the 50 foot Round Pen.  Hold sheep off the gate and exit thru the gate with the sheep 

under control into the field. (Please note the field will be mowed and the tall un-mowed grass will be Off Course.) 

3. Fetch or Drive to the Handlers Post .  Handler should remain behind the markers for the 120 foot drive.  Set up 

for the 120 foot drive to the graze.  Graze will be marked and mineral will be at the graze.  (Markers will be posted 

for the 120 foot drive) the markers will be white step in posts with red flagging. 

4. Leave sheep at the graze ...Handler will go to the Handler's Post and call dog back to Handler's Post.  

5. Send dog to fetch sheep from graze to Handler's Post. As sheep approach Handler's Post handler may start to 

walk toward the 50 foot round pen and gate fetching the sheep counter clockwise round the Handler's Post and 

fetching or driving the sheep to the 50 foot Round Pen.  Enter the 50 Foot Round Pen with the sheep and fetch or 

drive sheep back to Alley Way #1. Close the gate. 

6. In Alley Way #1 sort the 2 sheep with collars plus ONE of the non-collared sheep into Pen A. 

7. The remaining 2 sheep will be re-penned into the Take Pen. 

************************************************************************************* 

LEVEL II AND LEVEL I 

1.  Take the five sheep out of the Take Pen into Alley Way #1 and into the 50 foot Round Pen.  

(Gate "A" to the 50 foot Round Pen may be left open, but must be closed after the 5 sheep are settled into 

the 50 foot Round Pen.) 

2.  Hold sheep off the gate and exit thru the gate with the sheep under control into the Field.  Please Close the 

 Gate.  (Please note the COURSE will be mowed and the tall un mown grass will be Off Course).3. Fetch or Drive 

 sheep to the Graze.  Handler may go all the way with the sheep and their dog. Settle the sheep and then go 

 back with dog to Handler's Post.  

A. Level -I may take dog half the distance to the sheep on the graze and then walk within 15 feet of the 

sheep on the graze then fetch the sheep off the graze.  Back to the 50 foot round Pen and re-pen the sheep 

into the 50 foot Round Pen. 

B. Level -II may take dog half the distance to the sheep on the graze and send dog from that point to the 

fetch the sheep off the graze  Back to the 50 foot round Pen and re pen the sheep into the 50 foot Round 

Pen. 

************************************************************************************* 

All Levels will be the Same from this point forward. 

1. Enter The Duck Arena with your dog. 

2.  Walk thru to Holding Area . 
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3. Gather 5 sheep from Holding Area. Level -III and Level -I may fetch or drive thru the  free standing panels and 

then re pen into the Alleyway #2. 

4. LEVEL -II will DRIVE thru the Free Standing Panels and re pen into the Alleyway #2. 

5. Hander and Dog will Exit the Duck Arena into the Holding Area and walk thru The Alley   

A. LEVEL -III (The dog will be off leash and there will be penned sheep in the alley pens. Dog must be under 

control and not lunging at the sheep during the walk thru) into the Take Pen and then into the HTAD Arena. 

(The alley way is narrow and sheep may naturally be disturbed by the dog's presence. But the dog should 

exhibit good self control)  

B. LEVEL -I and LEVEL -II DOGS MAY BE ON LEASH if the Handler chooses. (No Points will be deducted if they 

are on leash.)  If the dog is on leash when the dog enters the Take Pen the dog will be let off leash.  

9.   Handler will fetch the 3 sheep in the HTAD Arena and PEN the sheep into the Free Standing Pen. 

10. Handler will exit the HTAD Arena with the dog thru Gate #1. in to the field.   

 

All dogs will be put on Leash at the entrance to the field.  


